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This book tells the history of studies of classical polymorphisms, surnames and church records of marriages (and particularly dispensations to marry relatives) that began in the small communities of the Parma Valley during the 1950s and 1960s, and was later extended to the Italian islands and \-- in more limited form \-- the whole of Italy.

Although aspects of these studies have previously been published in several formats, this is the first full account of the background to the studies, the methods used, the results and the conclusions of the principal investigators. The publication of this book is therefore important, because these studies have formed a bedrock for late 20th century population genetics. Human population genetics has, and continues to be, marred by poorly designed sampling schemes. The careful design of these studies, together with statistical analyses and computer simulations that were often groundbreaking, remains an example to others.

Much of the book discusses consanguineous marriages \-- for example, marriages between cousins. The discussion covers Roman, \'German\' (Lombard) and Catholic Church law, as well as other social, economic and demographic factors that affect the prevalence of such marriages. The effects of both consanguinity and \'random inbreeding\' (geographically restricted mate choice) on genetic drift are also studied. There is also a chapter discussing their effects on both normal and pathological phenotypes.

In these days of genome-wide genetic surveys and fast computational analyses, the painstaking effort required to collect and analyse these relatively sparse data seems unthinkable. Although we can now answer the questions with much greater precision, the basic issues of genetic variation on a fine geographical scale \-- and its relationship to demographic factors, drift, selection and, ultimately, to phenotypes of interest \-- are the same as they were 50 years ago, when the studies described here were just beginning.
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